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When was that last time you asked yourself, what is Love?
RaiVision, also known as Kori Raishon, is an advocate of Love. Because of his spiritual choice  on how he 

entered the  world in this lifetime, RaiVision spent 32 years of it internally question the world around him. 

Pondering not only his  existence in life but life  itself. A spiritual Journey that has given him a unique 

inner understanding about Love and gender.

Since junior high school, RaiVision has been attracting 

women and men seeking advice about Loving. At that time 

he  was a vessel of innocence so his ability to answer their 

questions, came from his spiritual inner understanding to see 

at life  from a place outside of a gender box and from a two-

spirited energy of knowing. 

RaiVision identifies as a Spirited individual with trans 

experience. RaiVision's life  journey has allowed him to be  in 

two worlds as one  individual, originating a unique  perspective, as it relates to gender and the  meaning 

of Love as a vessel of a divine  consciousness. RaiVision feels that gender is one  of the last frontiers to 

tackled as it pertains to our human existence. As human beings, we only have  been looking at the 

surface of our existence and not the whole of who we are.

RaiVision brings his inner understanding to the stage as a speaker on Love and the  role  it plays  in our 

relationships as genderless individuals. 

"Gender has been created as a 
tool to divide  people in this 
world. When the objective or 
focus should be on balancing 
the feminine and masculine 
divine  within us." -  Kori 
Raishon. 
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